
City Getaways- Hong Kong and Macau 

Introduction:  

Hong Kong- In Asia’s most cosmopolitan city, landscapes comprise of towering skyscrapers and futuristic 

transportation. With its numerous malls, restaurants and bars – tap into the energetic and fascinating 

world of Hong Kong.   

Macau- Best known globally as the ‘Vegas of the East’, it is indeed a Mecca for gambling and glitter. But 

the city is so much more than that. With the influence of Chinese and Portuguese in their architecture 

and cuisine, it a city of blended cultures. From Casinos to Cantonese music –explore the vibrating and 

intriguing city of Macau.   

Day 1: Arrival in Hong Kong 

Arrive into Hong Kong and check into your hotel. You will be booked at Hotel Harbour Plaza Metropolis 

or similar for a stay of 3 nights.  

In the evening head out for a city tour of Hong Kong with a one way Victoria peak tram ride.  

Operated for over 125 years, there's nothing in the world like riding the 373 meters long Peak Tram to 

visit the Victoria Peak. Many skyscrapers buildings you passed by look like they leaning at a 45 degree 

angle. On the top of Sky Terrace, you will enjoy the amazing spectacular view of the surrounding city 

skyline, the world-famous Victoria Harbour and Kowloon, towering skyscrapers and peaceful green 

hillsides. 

Later enjoy the Symphony of the lights show on a cruise including dinner.  

Day 2:  Day trip to Oceanworld 

Ocean Park features one of the world's top ten aquariums, The Grand Aquarium. Attractions include sea 

lions, dolphins, birds, red pandas, giant pandas and some rare species in the world. Apart from the 

animals there is an area dedicated to absolutely thrilling rides that will ensure you have a fun-filled day. 

Things to Do: 

Polar Adventure - Take the Arctic Blast to Ocean Park’s latest chill zone and experience the Polar 

Adventure. Learn about life at the North and South Poles from its animals. Here you can see different 

species of Penguins, Stellar Sea Lions, Spotted Seals, Pacific Walruses, Arctic Fox and Snowy Owls. 

Old Hong Kong - Be mesmerized by the colors and activities of life in Old Hong Kong where you can see 

the authentically recreated streets and scenes. Let the wonderful aroma of gourmet on the streets guide 

you to the market place, where you can feast on numerous delights from Hong Kong’s old street. 

Thrill MountaiN - You will feel your adrenaline-pumping at Thrill Mountain with the Hair Raiser a floor-

less roller coaster. There is also the exciting Mine Train, Raging River and Space Wheel. All rides will 

surely have you in a twist.  



Rainforest- Take a plunge down the Rapids at Rainforest. Enjoy a raft journey and battle fierce river 

rapids to meet some of the Amazon's most fascinating animals, including Pygmy Marmoset, Capybara, 

and other wildlife. 

Aqua City- Explore the world-class Grand Aquarium in Aqua City and enjoy Symbio, the world’s first 360-

degree water screen show. Enjoy the Sea Life Carousel that holds over sixty carriers in thirteen different 

designs. 

Day 3: Day at leisure 

Today you have the day to yourself to explore the city on your own. 

Day 4: Hong Kong to Macau 

Today after breakfast, check out of the hotel and a transfer to the pier will be arranged for you. Board 

your ferry to Macau. 

Arrive into Macau and a bus by the Venetian Macau will take you to the hotel. Arrive at the Venetian 

Macau for a stay of 2 nights.  

Evening at leisure.  

Day 5: Macau 

Macau at leisure. Today you have the day to yourself to explore the city at leisure. 

Day 6: Departure 

Today morning, check out of the hotel and board your ferry to Hong Kong International airport. 

Departure from Hong Kong International airport.  

***Come home with wonderful memories of the tour*** 

COST : USD 660 per person on twin sharing basis 

Inclusions:  

 3 night accommodation in Hong Kong at the above mentioned hotel or similar (4 star) 

 2 night accommodation at the Venetian Macau 

 Daily Breakfast  

 Hong Airport to hotel transfer on seat in coach basis 

 Hong Kong night tour – Visiting Victoria Peak, 1 way Peak tram ride, Sky terrace and Dragon 

Pearl cruise with symphony of lights show with set Indian Dinner inside the cruise  

 Ocean Park tour with entrance pass  on seat in coach basis 

 Hong Kong Hotel to pier transfer on seat in coach basis 

 Ferry ticket to Macau  

 Macau Pier to hotel transfer are on hotel free shuttle bus  



 Direct ferry to Hong Kong International Airport 

Exclusion: 

 Airfares, Visas and Insurance 

 Meals not mentioned above 

 Sightseeing not mentioned above 

 Tips 

 Items of a personal nature 

 Anything not specifically mentioned under “inclusions” 


